
  Colonel Senn is the commander of the First Kearny 
Regiment, one of the most elite units in the Republic 
of the Sphere and the pillar of strength supporting Tara 
Campbell’s Highlanders. 
  Caden Senn is descended from five generations of 
Kearny Highlander warriors, a proud tradition that he 
takes very seriously. His early career consisted largely 
of training and parades, as there had been little con-
flict for more than sixty years, but when each planet 
was cast into isolation due to the destruction of the 
HPG network, Senn seems to have known what was 

coming next. Although he managed to quell 
unrest on his own planet via strength of 
arms, he was frustrated at his inability to extend his 
unit’s influence due to a lack of interstellar Jump-
Ships. 
  When Tara Campbell arrived and requested that the 
First Kearny join her crusade to hold together the 
crumbling Republic, he pledged his unit’s loyalty to 
her cause — but apparently not to her. We have reports 
that he is dubious about her youth, but this is perhaps 
tempered by the fact that she has seen more actual 
combat than he has. This tension between Senn and 
Campbell is a potential rift that we should try to 
exploit.
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Commentary:
  Following the success of Clan Diamond Shark’s 
Mad Cat Mk II design — which took the venerable Mad Cat 
and increased its tonnage and lethality — Clan Ghost Bear 
attempted its own “new” conversion: the Ryoken II. It walked 
off the assembly lines in 3075 at the height of the WoB war. 
  A Ghost Bear MechWarrior who fought alongside House Kurita 
to take back the world of Dieron in 3077 originally piloted 
GB002-78G. Its profile tricked the defenders into believing it 
was a standard Ryoken, which quickly proved their undoing.
  It was damaged badly enough in this conflict that it 
was abandoned on Dieron, where it was later picked up as 
salvage by the Second Kearny Highlanders as they moved through 
Dieron on a mop-up mission. Though it took several years 
to refurbish, it has since held a place of honor in the 
unit, and its most recent pilot, Caden Senn, has named it 
“Undod,” or unity.

MECH: RYOKEN II

Serial Number: GB002-78G
Mass: 75 tons
Chassis: DSAM Endo 5
Power Plant: GM 375 XL
Cruising Speed: 55 kph
Maximum Speed: 87 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Forging ZM20
Armament:
4 Type OVR-X LB 2-X Autocannon
2 Type XVI LRM-15 Launchers




